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Peppy Pals is a series of award-winning mobile games, books and 
movies about the five animal friends Sammy the horse, Reggy the 
dog, Gabby the rabbit, Izzy the owl and Kelly the cat, each of whom 
have unique personalities.  

The book-series focuses on friendship, emotions, teamwork, and 
appreciating one another’s differences. Peppy Pals is a great conver-
sation starter for adults and children. Remember, all emotions are 
allowed and worthwhile.

About the book

The plot
Sammy is exploring a museum alone and winds up in a room filled 
with sheet-covered statues. Suddenly, one of them moves and Sam-
my is frightened. What is hiding under the sheet? This book reminds 
us that not everyone reacts the way you think, or hope that they 
will.

Tip
Look at the front cover together. What is happening in the picture? 
What emotions do the friends show? What do you think will hap-
pen on the next page? At the end of the book you will find “Ques-
tions to discuss” that you can use as conversation starters. Try to 
go through the scenario in the Peppy Pals’ app and assign words to 
the different emotions that the friends show. This will make learning 
both more fun and more interactive!
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Today the friends are going on a field trip to the museum. 
Sammy has been looking forward to this day for a long 
time, and in all the excitement has managed to lose track 
of the other friends. 

Oh well, I can explore the museum by myself. 

Sammy has just come to a room with something hidden 
under a big sheet. 
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I wonder what’s hiding under the sheet? Sammy wonders, 
trotting forward carefully.  

A dinosaur skeleton, how boring…how many skeletons do 
you really need to see in one day? wonders Sammy, feeling 
a little bit bored. But then an idea pops into Sammy’s 
mind. What if I could bring the skeleton back to life? 
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On the way up to the skeleton, Sammy gets covered in a 
layer of dust. 

”Aaah…aaaah…aaachoo!” Sammy sneezes so powerfully 
that the entire skeleton disappears into a cloud of dust. 
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Oh no! So typical of me to be so clumsy! I hope it’s not 
ruined, Sammy thinks. 

Once the dust settles down, the dinosaur is upside down. 
Sammy thinks it looks funny, but wants to put everything 
back in its proper place. 
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Then a new statue appears from a hole in the floor and Sammy is 
intrigued. 
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How cool! thinks Sammy. Where did that come from? 

Sammy looks curiously at the new item and takes a few steps 
closer to investigate.
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One, two, three, and whoosh, the sheet is pulled off!

“Mmm, an apple!” says Sammy with a watering mouth. 
Sammy goes forward to taste the apple. 
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“Ew, yuck!” That wasn’t a real apple, realizes Sammy, irritated. 
“Is someone trying to play a prank on me?” shouts Sammy, but no 
one answers. 
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Sammy does not have much time to think before another 
statue rises from the floor. Sammy likes all these surprises, 
and is curious to explore what is hidden under the sheet 
this time. Suddenly the sheet begins to move! 
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“Help! A ghost!” Sammy is terrified, and bolts from the room as 
fast as a horse can run. 

Despite the panic, Sammy stops short. “But, wait a second…Are 
ghosts really so dangerous?” 
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Sammy feels a little bit calmer, and takes a few brave 
steps forward. 

But…what is that strange noise coming from the ghost? 
Hoo-Hoo!
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I recognize that sound, thinks Sammy, and takes 
another few steps forward. Suddenly, the ghost 
flies up in the air!
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“Surprise!” shouts Izzy, throwing off the sheet. 

But in all the excitement, Izzy trips on the pillar and 
tumbles down to the ground. 
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“Are you okay, Izzy?” asks Sammy. 
“I’m okay! I only have myself to blame for playing a prank 
on you,” answers Izzy, realizing that Sammy might have been 
terrified by the prank. 
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When Izzy fell, Sammy was glad at first and thought, “serves you right.” 
But now Sammy feels ashamed of those spiteful feelings. Sammy did not 
really want anything bad to happen to Izzy and is happy that nobody 
got hurt in the fall. 

Do you ever feel spiteful? Why?  



Sammy is curious and wants to see what is hidden under the sheets. Tell me about the last time you 
were curious? How does it feel when someone is curious about you? 

Izzy teases Sammy. How does it feel when someone teases you but you do not like it?

Why would someone say that they were just kidding when they really did mean to scare you? 

Sammy is afraid of what’s hidden under the third sheet, but still comes back to look. Why do you 
think that is? 

What are you afraid of? Can you tell me about someone or something that you are afraid of or don’t 
like? 

When Izzy falls, Sammy feels spiteful and gloats. Why? 

In what situations can you feel spiteful? 

Have you ever felt spiteful? Describe the situation.

Sammy is ashamed of gloating. Why? 

In the end, Sammy and Izzy laugh at Izzy’s fall. When is it okay to laugh when someone trips? When 
is it not okay?

Questions to discuss
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The author, Erik Wonnevi, is a game designer and 

the writer of the animal friends series. Psychologist 

Bodil Wennberg, one of the pioneers of Emotional 

Intelligence (EQ) in Sweden, has written the discus-
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Get free tips and fun material on EQ.  
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